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Support Letter Template 
 

ProfVal is the purpose driven, professor founded, and ethically grounded Expert Opinion Letter (EOL) leader.  Expert Opinion Letters (EOL)s from the 
experts we work with have successfully supported visa petitions for entrepreneurs, individuals, small companies, Fortune 500 corporations, startups, 
and nonprofits. An architecture of PhD produced research supports your or your client’s EOL. 
 
When applying for an EB-2 or EB-2 NIW, one of the ways that a petitioner can demonstrate their exceptional ability is to provide evidence of 
“Recognition for your achievements and significant contributions to your industry or field by your peers, government entities, professional or business 
organizations” (USCIS).  ProfVal often refers to support letters from industry peers when seeking to demonstrate this prong of exceptional ability.  
Letters will often follow this format and will include approximately ¾ to 1 ½  pages of text. Neither this document nor any document on profval.com 
can be construed as legal advice.  All petitioners should consult with their attorney before submitting their visa package. 

 

 
[Author’s Name] 
[Author’s Title] 
[Author’s Affiliation] 
 
[Date] 
 
Dear Immigration examiner – 
 
I am writing this letter in support of [Petitioner’s Name] petition for permanent residence in the United States of America for the EB-2 
exceptional ability visa. 
 
My name is [Author’s name].  Describe background briefly to include three or more of the following: academic degrees, years of 
experience, whether you have licenses, current role, role in relation to petitioner, any major awards. Should be between 1-3 
paragraphs. 
 
I have worked with [Petitioner’s Name] in the following capacities: [Describe Professional Relationship and the role of the Petitioner.  
Describe why this role was important within the context of the endeavor 
 
Through these roles, I have witnessed [Petitioner’s Name] accomplishments in the areas of [insert areas related to petitioner’s 
endeavor], which relate to [his/her] planned activities within the United States of America.   
 
[Describe accomplishments, their importance, and their impact on things like: the company, profits, cost savings, employment, health 
of the region, volunteerism, areas that the government has identified as important, or other areas of similar importance] 
 
[If these accomplishments occurred in times that should have been challenging, explain this.] 
 
[Sign off: Respectfully, Sincerely, With Appreciation,] 
 
Signature 
 
Name 
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